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Audio Backup Files: Their Use and Their Misuse

Until a very, very short time ago, the information in the link below had been posted on the Joyful

Scoping Web site for at least a year, and probably much longer:

This information is inaccurate, and has led to a great deal of misunderstanding, leading to my having to

refute this claim with some of my clients. Respect for court reporters is not the issue; the legal

guidelines regarding the use of backup audio are very much the issue.

-o0o-

Over concern about the growing misuse of backup audio in our field, I recently talked directly with the

CEO of the California Court Reporter Board, which operates under the auspices of the Consumer

Protection Bureau, and is responsible, in the interest of protecting the public, for testing, licensing, and

disciplining court reporters who do not follow the legal requirements set down by that Board and other

state and federal entities. That CEO advised me that the Board is also concerned about this issue, and

pointed out to me what the consequences can be when a complaint is made against an incompetent

reporter. Failure to adhere to the legal guidelines below can result in disciplinary action which may

include loss of licensure. While these guidelines are from the California Court Reporter Board, most

states operate under a similar structure.

This is an excerpt from the “Best Practices” Guidelines regarding the use of backup audio at the
California Court Reporters Board Web site:
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COURT REPORTERS BOARD OF CALIFORNIA

BEST PRACTICES FOR THE USE OF BACKUP AUDIO MEDIA

Backup Audio Media (BAM) is the generic term for any audio recording, including the audio
synchronization tool built into computer-aided translation (CAT) software.

For the purposes of these guidelines, “party” is defined as a named person or entity in a case
and/or their attorney.

The duties and responsibilities of the certified shorthand reporter (CSR) regarding
preservation of the official record are not changed by the use of BAM.

Stenographic notes are the official record.

It is the obligation of the CSR to interrupt the proceedings when the record is in jeopardy
due to the speed of the testimony, unintelligible and/or simultaneous speakers, et cetera.

It is the duty of the CSR to read back from the stenographic notes, which are the official
record, and no playback of the recording in lieu of readback is allowed.

CSRs must comply with all applicable local, state and federal rules and/or laws to ensure the
integrity of the record, including California Penal Code 632.

When a backup recording is made by a CSR at his or her own discretion and not otherwise
ordered for preservation by any federal, state or local law and/or rule, it is the personal
property of the CSR and there is no public entitlement to these recordings.

The BAM file may be provided at the request of an attorney and/or a party to a proceeding
at the discretion of the CSR.

-o0o-

A growing number of scoping trainers are advising their students that it is the duty of the scopist to

listen to every utterance in an audio file, and fill in where court reporters have “dropped” a word or two,

or whole paragraphs. Unfortunately, growing numbers of court reporters are now asking for this

service, for low prices, and thereby jeopardizing the integrity of the record – which it is their legal

responsibility to oversee. “Guardians of the Record”: That’s how court reporters describe themselves!

And rightly so, for the vast majority of competent and conscientious reporters who are aware of their

responsibilities and determined to carry them out!

Too many would-be scopists, listening to the advice of trainers that steno has become of little

importance, that they can “just look it up” if they can’t read it, and that they can just depend on the

audio, are failing to complete adequate training, or trying to avoid it altogether, and are just “jumping
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in” and attempting to function as highly trained and dedicated editors when they, in fact, lack the skills

to do so.

The steno machine dominates the court reporting field. All court reporters, regardless of which method

they may use to take down the record, are responsible for the quality and integrity of the final

transcript!

-o0o-

I was contacted by a seasoned court reporter, within the last six months, who applauded the

thoroughness of my steno training in my program, and commented that she had just fired three

“scopists” because they could not read her accurate and easily-read steno. She commented that she

was not willing to pay an extra page rate to people claiming to be scopists just because they could not

read steno accurately, and had to depend on an audio file.

In this description of the “scoping exam” featured on Devon Roberts’ Web site, there is no mention of

testing for the ability to read the steno language. If that aspect of testing future scopists is included, it

does not merit enough attention to include it in this listing:
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